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More social bonds

Some minutes of
contemplation

by Dr Annemarie Buchholz-Kaiser

by Ueli Maurer,
President of the Swiss Confederation
When the Iron Curtain was opened and
Russia was forced to its knees with an
economic shock treatment, none of us
knew then the effects that arrogance and
megalomania would have in the Western
alliance. Horrified, physicians had realized in 1985 the “appearance” of a new
virus, which was composed of two parts
incompatible in nature. In no time, the
number of infections rose which eventually led to the painful death of the infected people. First, the figures came from
Africa. “There, they had to do something about the overpopulation”, an accomplished senior chemist openly said
in an interview. Then the book “And the
Band Played on” revealed yet another dimension of using entire population groups
in our countries of the first world. Then
came the open drug scene – to the dis-

may of parents, teachers and citizens in
general. Thomas Zeltner still defends this
“paradigm shift” to this day.
At that time, in the late 1980s, Dr Franziska Haller and I contacted parents’ organizations in the US, which faced the
same development and were depressed
and full of grief about the loss of sons and
daughters. They were already developing educational programs for schools and
youth organizations.
In the course of this joint effort of
searching for ways of improvement and in
the course of further cooperation with UN
and ECOSOC bodies (Economic and Social Council of the UN), we got to know
our own generation from the 60s anew. As
civil rights campaigners, as educators, and

Maybe we sometimes think in our frantic
modern life we have too little time for a
pause, for reflection, for praying.
But maybe it is just vice versa: our life
is so hectic because we do not take any
time, even not for praying.
Prayer can give us what we otherwise
lack: a few minutes without the nervous
background noise of daily life: the opportunity to find ourselves; to focus on what
really affects us, what matters most to us.
For once we can openly submit our innermost desires, concerns, fears and hopes;
seek solace and reinforcement. Show gratitude. But also check whether we are on
the right track and at peace with our conscience. Prayer means to be a few minutes
alone with God.

continued on page 2
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”More social ...”
continued from page 1

also in the march through the institutions
they had become different – more mature. Only part of them had been taken in
completely and had henceforth kept silent
about all the destructive developments.
However, most of them were still active
as private persons outside their professions. They knew now about the difficulty
of sustainable improvement in the face of
a military-industrial complex, which was
not willing to give in. Part of them was
committed to religious thinking; many
devoted to a more secular worldview. But
they all had these objectives in common:
they wanted to end the wars, improve the
education of lower-class children, and
begin to take care of the environment.
It was such a broad spectrum as well
that had had to join hands in the century before. Realizing that steamrolling all
cultural differences could not be enforced
by Napoleonic decrees, it had taken longstanding fundamental debates in Switzerland until in 1848 a single state could
emerge from the loose confederation of
states: This was the beginning of a really
systematic way towards a nation forged by
the will of the people with religious, linguistic, mentality-based, even intellectual
and spiritual differences. One generation
after another worked on transferring political life into an open, fact-based and viable communality.
Whether we take Pestalozzi’s pedagogy and political attitude as a model,
or Niklaus von Flüe who as Chief Judge

“Some minutes of contemplation”
continued from page 1

Praying may not
change the world.
But a prayer can
change people.
And people can
change the world.
In 1862, Gottfried Keller as
secretary of the
Canton of Zurich
wrote the draft
for a greeting
message for the Day of Prayer. He called
this day the day of conscience, where one
should contrast the ephemeral with the
eternal.
This is a profound thought. And also a
salutary one. Because so many things that
preoccupy us at the moment fall back into

Current Concerns
retired from the politics of the day in
order to do more basic advisory work, or
Gottfried Keller, who with his more secular and liberal thinking provided the basis
for upright citizenship – the concern for
moderation, inner humility and mutual respect was sacred to all of them.
The fact that we (for the first time in
the Diet of 1796, and then in 1832) decided on the Federal Thanksgiving Day, the
Day of Repentance and Prayer at the end
of the summer season, when nature has
given what she could, was not due to the
risk of famine but meant working on our
own inner peace. Other countries have a
Thanksgiving Day or the like: This day of
reflection includes the importance of their
commitment to a caring, peaceful development of the world for them all – even
more so after the German-French War.
You hardly know now where to start
explaining the differences in the history not only between our European countries, but also of our Swiss Confederation.
However, the time until the end of the Second World War has taught us one thing:
more war, more delusion on the part of the
victorious powers, even more destructive
weapons – this will no longer work.
In today’s world, as well, we come
from different fields, different cultures
and religions – but our common No to
further wars is shared by the majority.
The poem that Joe McCaroll wrote over
10 years ago and gave as a sign of solidarity shall therefore be passed on to this
whole open human field. It may connect
and encourage – not least our friends in
the USA in the heart of the war power.
England, Canada, Australia and New Zea-

their small, insignificant dimensions. In
the perspective of eternity short-term success or failure fade out, instead the fundamental values clearly emerge. Prayer becomes a compass for the essential and a
source of inner serenity.
By the way, this is independent of the
personal religious feeling. Gottfried Keller gave the advice at that time: “May
also the not Church-minded citizens in
the use of their freedom of conscience not
pass this day in restless distraction.” Keller’s advice for contemplation is timeless
and still valid.
Ueli Maurer,
President of the Swiss Confederation
Source: first published in “Viertelstunde fürs
Gebet” of the Swiss Evangelical Alliance SEA;
www.viertelstunde.ch of September 2013
(Translation Current Concerns)
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land have no reason to continue this war,
which has only led the world to the edge
of the abyss in economic terms. In 1965,
the post-war policy was settled in agreements for the next 50 years. They will expire in two years. The fiasco could not be
greater for a modern world that had all the
science and communication at its disposal.
Now the game is over. The multi-polar, networking world must pursue more
social and democratic paths, and it will
do so. Each country on its own, the world
must take over responsibility and begin
to work on repairing the damage. Let us
join hands whatever our worldview may
(picture ma)
be. “Be magnanimous”, Brother Klaus recommended the city of Constance. Forget everything petty, divisive
– it makes no sense. “Join us to work for
peace. War is obsolete in today’s world”,
Doug Rokke called out to us across the Atlantic a few years ago at the conference
“Mut zur Ethik” (Courage to Take a Moral
Stance) – knowing about the infinite damages of the uranium disaster not only in
Somalia, but also after the War on the Balkans. That in Fallujah, in Lebanon and in
Gaza even more fatal weapons were employed in a field test makes the whole
thing even more urgent.
•
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The lament of a migrating bird and the war among the people
Excerpt from “The Lament of a Migrating Bird” by Chengiz Aitmatov
[…] That night, when the new day was
already dawning, the big yurt builder
Sengirbai passed away under the eyes of
his youngest son Eleman. The last words
his father said, stertorously and gasping
for air, in a slurred voice and barely understandable. But Eleman, who had bent over
him, trembling, could read the twitching of his stiffening lips by the flickering flames of the open fire and guessed
what he wanted to say. He had caught two
words: “What ... Taltschu”.
Then he could no longer hold back the
tears of despair even if he bit his lips, and
he cried, sobbing aloud, “No, Father, no
news has come. I do not want to deceive
you. We know nothing. I’m here alone. Do
you hear me? I’m frightened. Don’t die,
Father, don’t die. Mother will come back
soon ...”.
Did these words reach the dying father?
Who knows! He passed away the same
moment with his eyes open. And when
that had happened, when the shadow of
death had instantly made the father’s face
strange and terrible, the boy burst out of
the yurt, horrified, he ran, out of his mind
and full of fear. He ran screaming and
sobbing, without knowing where; after
him jumped the hunting dog Utschar, his
tail drawn in. Only when he arrived at the
roaring shores of the lake, Eleman came
to his senses. He stopped, paralyzed. The
Issyk-Kul raged that night, surging and
seething under foaming breakers. But
from above completely different sounds
reached Eleman’s ear – an incessant babble of voices. He raised his head, there
was the graying sky, as far as he could see,
full of birds. In wide circles they rose high
above the lake, to get over the mountain
ridge. One last circle, then they formed
a huge stream, swung higher and higher
and finally set course for the Boom Gorge,
across the pass, in direction of the Taltschu. Eleman realized that they had a long
flight before them and that they were flying away for a long time and that on their
way to unknown remote areas there was
the valley of the Taltschu; he braced himself up and shouted as loud as he could:
“Our father is dead! Tell it to my brother
Koitschuman – our father is dead, dead.”
We were flying over mountains for a
long time. On a pass a strong wind blew
slate gray clouds towards us. First we got
into rain, then icy snow beat against us,
and our sodden feathers began to stiffen, it
became more and more difficult to fly. Our
swarm turned back, the others followed
us, and again we circled above the lake,
screaming, thereby reaching even more
height and then went on another journey,
this time high above the mountains and

above the clouds. When the rays of the
morning sun had caught up with us, we
had already got over the pass, and below
us widely stretched the valley of the Taltschu. O benedictory valley, reaching deep
into the great steppes, as far as we could
see it was bathing in sunlight, the land already turning green and the trees full of
buds – bulging like the bodies of pregnant
mares.
Silvery and shiny the Taltschu river
meandered through the valley, and our
journey led us along that very river. With
longing cries we greeted the valley, and
gradually we approached the soil again,
for before us, down the Taltschu river on
a reeded alluvial land, lay our first baiting
place on the same eternally old and long
path of the bird trains. Here we wanted
to rest, wanted to look for food, and then
continue the journey with renewed vigor.
But this time, fate denied us the usual
place for our rest.
Slowing down with wings and tail
feathers, our swarms approached the familiar river valley, when we suddenly saw below us a human battlefield. It
was a terrible spectacle. Countless people, thousands and thousands, on horseback and on foot, had clashed here on our
alluvial. The air was full of din and roar,
of whining and moaning, of neighing and
snorting. As far as we could see, people
destroyed each other in a bloody battle.
Soon they stormed in large crowds, attacked each other screaming horribly and
with leveled lances, pushing each other
to the ground, trampling down the fallen
men with the hooves of the horses; soon
they dispersed, and where the ones fled,
the others followed them. Some fought
in the reeds with knives and swords, cut
each other’s throats, slit bellies. Human
bodies and horse corpses piled up, many
of the slain lay in the water, on flooded ground, obstructed the flow, and the
water covered with bubbles and tainted
by dark blood mucus ran in all directions,
and under the horses’ hoofs it became a
bloody pulp.
Our clueless flock came to a halt, pandemonium rose into the air, our ranks got
mixed up, and so now we circled in the
sky – a seething cloud of frightened birds.
For a long time we could not understand,
for a long time we flew above the unfortunate people who were killing each other,
for a long time we collected our flocks,
and for a long time we found no rest. We
were not able to take a rest there, we had
to leave this cursed place and fly on.
Forgive, migrating birds! Pardon what
happened and forgive what is yet to come.
I cannot explain to you, and you will never

understand why human life is thus contrived, why so many have been killed on
earth and why their killing continues. Forgive for God’s sake, forgive, you birds in
the sky that follow their path in the clear
vastness. [ ...] After the battle the vultures
were squandering, filling their paunches
ad nauseum until they were no longer able
to move their wings. Jackals ate till they
fell, until they could barely crawl. Fly, fly
far away from this horrible place!
So it has been from the very beginning:
When their time has come, no sooner and
no later, the birds go on their long journey.
They fly necessarily, immutably, always
along the same routes, which only they
know, flying from one end to the other end
of the world. They fly thunder and storms,
day and night, tirelessly they flap their
wings, and they even sleep in flight. This
is how nature wants it to be. To the north,
to the great streams flies the feathered
swarm, to hatch and rear the next generation on ancestral nesting grounds. In the
fall, however, they set forth for the south
with their invigorated descendants, and in
this way it goes on without ever ending.
Now, we have been flying for many,
many days. In this unearthly, icy height
the wind roars like an endless stream,
or is it time itself, which invisibly flows
in the vast universe, who knows where?
Our necks resemble arrows, our bodies however, resemble hearts, strained
and unremitting hearts. We still must fly
for a long time – wing beat after wing
beat. We fly, we swing higher and higher. So high that the mountains become
flat, then disappear completely and the
earth, farther and farther away, loses its
outlines: Where is there Asia, where
Europe? Where are the oceans, where
the continents? Everything is bleak
and empty all around – only our earth
sways gently, travels through endless
space like a camel cub that got lost in
the desert and now looks for its mother.
But where is the camel mother – where
is the mother of the earth? No sound!
Only the height wind roars and the
earth, no bigger than a fist, sways and
travels through space. It sways like the
head of an orphan child – so unprotected, so vulnerable. Is there really space
for so much good on it, are so many evil
deeds really forgiven on it? No, you
must not forgive, I beg you, don’t do it
– you, who command the fire, who recognize the world, who direct destiny’s
course.
I am just a bird flying in this flock. I
fly with the cranes and I am a crane mycontinued on page 4
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“The commemoration is to be understood as
a sign of gratitude”

Thoughts on the Swiss Federal Day of Thanksgiving, Repentance and Prayer
A conversation with National Councillor Jakob Büchler
thk. National Councillor
Jakob Büchler
heads the parliamentary
group “Christians and politics”. He also
has signed the
appeal of the
113 MPs who
are planning
picture (thk)
to emphazise
the significance of the Swiss Federal Day
of Thanksgiving, Repentance and Prayer
(Day of Prayer). For Jakob Büchler, is an
important day, a contribution to peace
and reconciliation. In the following interview, he talks about the significance
of that day especially for Christians, but
also for all other people.
What is the meaning of the Day of Prayer
for our Switzerland and for the people living in it?
National Councillor Jakob Büchler: The
Day of Prayer has a long tradition. That
commemoration day has already existed for a long time, since 1832. It has been
“federal, and we have to take care to ensure that we pay adequate attention to that
day. In today’s society, in which religious
considerations are pushed to the background, it is all the more important that
we continue to uphold and celebrate the

”The lament of a migrating …”
continued from page 3

self. I am guided by the stars at night and
by the fields and cities during the day.
And I wonder.
I fly and cry,
Fly and cry,
Fly and cry .
I conjure men and gods:
Consider what you are doing,
that you do not thoughtlessly destroy the
earth!
But certainly, you people:
If cranes’ tears will touch you –
what does it matter to you? Wipe them
away!
And yet, even yet:
May heaven protect you

The Swiss Federal Day of Thanksgiving, Repentance and Prayer
is a sign of reconciliation, charity and heartfelt gratitude
thk. The Federal Day of Prayer has
been celebrated in Switzerland for
more than 200 years. Given the revolution in France and the political unrest this day was commonly celebrated as early as on 6 March 1794 and on
8 September 1796 by the entire Confederation, i.e. by both the Protestant
and the Catholic cantons. Hence it is
also regarded as a day of reconciliation
and of working together. Gottfried
Keller called it “Day of conscience”.
The Bernese “Schultheiss” (mayor) and
the communal council, the city council
and the Grand Council of the Republic of Berne (see original) have applied
as early as in 1831 to fix the Day of Repentance and Prayer for all cantons of
the Swiss Confederation in the fall sea-

Day of Prayer accordingly. In a time when
other religions are spreading rapidly, we
must not retreat and hide, but we should
also do our part, and the Day of Prayer is
an important opportunity to do just that.
Gottfried Keller has requested in his Day
of Prayer mandate of 1864 that the citizen should stand his ground and serve the
general public. And thus Day of Prayer
can also be called Conscience Day.
This is the way I see it. Every citizen has
to contribute something to our society,
and in terms of that contribution a major

son. Among other things in their application they stress the gratitude for the
given peace and the great importance
of charity as one of the foundations of
the Christian religion.
A year later, the Day of Repentance and Prayer – except for the canton of Grisons which continued adherence to the 2nd Thursday in November
until the founding of the Confederation – was made an official holiday on
the third Sunday in September. This date
has remained valid until today. During
the wars in Europe, this day has always
been considered a thanksgiving to God
for the protection against the great military disasters, which Switzerland fortunately has been spared not least because
of its clear inner defensiveness.

role has to be granted to serving the public interest
One must be aware of that and a day
like the Day of Prayer is precisely there
for that. Our living in a free and peaceful country cannot be taken for granted. If
everyone sits back and says, I just live my
life and see to myself, the consequences of
such an attitude will be no good. You have
to esteem your fellow citizens in order to
be able to work together for the preservation of our country and peace. For that reacontinued on page 5

From suffering that no man can stand any
more
from fires that no one can extinct,
from bloody wars which no one stops,
from acts that no one makes up for.
May heaven protect you
From suffering that no human being can
endure any longer.
The flock disappears from view in the
distance. The beats of the wings can no
longer be heard. Just a moment ago the
migrating birds looked like a speck in the
sky, now event that got lost.
However, time goes by: Again, spring
is coming and again cranes’ screams can
be heard high above in the sky [ ...].
•

Source: Chingiz Aitmatov. Die Klage des Zugvogels. Frühe Erzählungen. Zurich 1993, p. 20-25.
(Translation Current Concerns)
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”’The commemoration is to be …’”
continued from page 4

son alone Day of Prayer is fully justified
and that justification has to be kept up in
the future.
Unfortunately, not all people have the
sense of gratitude for being able to live
in peace in our country any more. That
is why such days are of great importance.
However, that we are doing so well in this
country is also due to a higher power, and
there is someone who stands above us.
This brings me back to the relatedness
to religion which shall always be kept in
mind, that since the origins of the earth,
not everything has been to be taken for
granted and nothing just runs on without
saying. No, we must be aware that nothing is just there.
Has not everybody already witnessed
that, if something unforeseen, serious
happens to somebody that he very quickly
finds his way back to the Creator and God,
but as long as everything runs smoothly
and your daily life does not confront you
with major problems, as long as you have
enough to eat and to live on, you unfortunately forget about it very quickly.
You should remember that there is a Creator above us. That is what should be central on such a day. But my opinion has
always been that this should not only happen on that single day but should be our
attitude at any time of the year. On Day
of Prayer, though, you can think of it in
particular.
That we are doing so well is also the result
of the prudence and foresight of our an-

Current Concerns
cestors, who fought for a peaceful and free
country with all their abilities, taking on
deprivation and sometimes the most difficult conditions; most of the time in a selfless way and not seeking personal benefits.
The citizens should be much more
aware of that so that it would be present
in daily life. If a state is to fulfil its mission in an appropriate way as ours does,
it takes many decades and generations
to work for a well-functioning state. We
see this also in the surrounding countries. Transforming a dictatorship into a
democracy does not happen overnight. It
did not in our country. There were people who put themselves out with all they
had and under certain circumstances had
to pay with their lives. We should always keep that in mind. Thanks to our
ancestors we can live in a peaceful country today where, compared to the difficulties other countries are facing, we can
live good lives. For me, Day of Prayer is
also a day for thanking. This is a very important part. There is also the gratitude
towards our ancestors. Day of Prayer
should also be understood as a sign of
gratitude. Not everything can be taken
for granted. Many people think that it
will remain like this forever, but that will
not be so if not all of us contribute their
share. Those who have made all that possible by their courageous efforts throughout the last centuries deserve our gratitude.
This aspect of peace which is almost a
symbol of Switzerland, yes , should lead
us to the deepest gratitude. Imagine all
the things we were spared if you think of
all the misery that war brings with it.

Page 5

Yes, this is exactly the way I see it. It is
also important to think about it again,
about peace being something very essential in our Switzerland. We must preserve it at all costs. However, this will
only be possible if we see to our security
and do not let everything go down. Also
our peace, our security and our freedom
we do not get just like that. If we give
that up, peace will end in no time. We
must see to it and reflect upon it thoroughly, and for that purpose, to call to
mind all that, Day of Prayer is a good
opportunity.
Peace and security must be created.
Every day we must work on keeping up
peace in our country. There is something
to add, namely that freedom and security
are closely linked.
In all conflicts, the idea of reconciliation should always be there too. If we
tackle things together, we will achieve a
great deal. If we turn against each other,
it is always a huge waste of energy. The
conciliatory attitude is very important at
all levels, the Christian principle.
How are you going to spend Day of
Prayer?
I will be in Berne, to make a Day of Prayer
proclamation there. I have been asked, as
a member of Parliament, to read out a Day
of Prayer proclamation on the small hill
behind the federal parliament building,
and I will also be able, of course, to express a few personal thoughts on that day.
It will begin in the morning and last until
the afternoon.
Mr Büchler, thank you for the interview.•
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On the Day of Prayer

How the Swiss Federal Day of Thanksgiving, Repentance and Prayer
was introduced by the government (according to the original wording)
We, the “Schultheiss” (Mayor) and
Council of the City and Republic of
Berne bid all dear and loyal fellow citizens in the city and the country our inclined will and give them to hear:
That after the pious custom of our
fathers we have fixed, together with all
laudable cantons of the Confederation, a
common Day of Thanksgiving, Repentance and Prayer on the 8th autumn month
from now on.
Pray and repent, God calls out to us
through His prophets; our God, our Father, who sacrificed His only begotten
and beloved son as forgiveness for a sinful and ungrateful strain. And this call
for repentance reaches us even louder
and more distinctly, as so many events
remind us of the transience of all earthly
things and our thoughts are directed towards Him who holds the people’s fates
in his hands. Powerfully the angel of
death swings his sickle and the children
of dust are falling down to the thousands,
since human wisdom has never been able
to set bounds to the devastating plague,
only the Almighty will determine its end.
The torch of war has a devastating effect in more than one country and causes many thousand wounds to those who
are afflicted by it. Discord penetrates the
nations perniciously and dissolves the
closest ties that had been tied for whole
generations, indeed for centuries, and
Europe falters and looks forward to the
future with anxiety: well these are the
days that call for repentance.
Yet our country has been spared
until now from part of this evil, war
and plague have not yet come upon us;
so let us thank God earnestly, not just
through words, but through transformation; thanks are not sincere if it they are
not linked with reverence for the donor
and with a faithful use of his gifts. Unfortunately, we may not yet boast of such

a lively gratitude: our transition has not
been before God, for new moral infirmities have added to those that we had to
complain earlier – such as indifference
towards religion, exuberance, fornication, haughtiness and wantonness: disobedience to the laws, immoderately frequent visits to drinking parlors, failure
of professional businesses and increasing
alienation from domestic life. However,
not only those who have to acknowledge
their guilt in these transgressions, but all
of us deserve punishment and chastisement, we all have sinned, in all classes of
the people, at all ages we have often disobeyed the almighty Father’s commandments, which he gave mankind for their
salvation so that they may gain eternal
life. So let us sincerely repent, all of us,
and pray to God that He may not punish
us according to our faults, but forgive us
for the sake of His Son, our Savior. Let
us pray to the Almighty that He grants us
His holy and good spirit, so that in future
we will act according to his will, more
than before.
Plant the fear of God; each within his
own heart for the time being, then within
the house and thus among all people. Fear
of God is the foundation of all happiness,
it once helped our fathers to preserve discipline and order; it made them hard-working, content, cheerful towards every duty;
it made them strong in any dangerous situation and confident in the hour of death.
Let us strive after this delicious good and
make it a home within ourselves.
Charity is linked with this beautiful
virtue, being an indispensable condition
of inner satisfaction, which refines the
heart and embellishes life. O therefore
let us banish from the heart any evil passion, all hatred, all envy, all revenge, all
the selfishness that alienates us from the
kingdom of God and by which every foreign happiness is destroyed, every prop-

erty becomes worthless by displeasure;
love and benevolence so that God’s love
be with you. Help where you can, alleviate poverty and misery wherever you
find them.
An urgent call to do so has reached
you in the unexpected but great disaster
that has affected some areas of our country. Persistent downpours and the rapid
melting of snow caused by a balmy wind
made the waters of the high mountains
swell so that they grew into terrible currents which flooded the bridge, tore away
roads, destroyed homes, flooded valleys
and covered them with sand and rocks in
many places. Well, we rushed to help the
unfortunate with magisterial assistance,
but this is not sufficient; the distress is
great, misery is manifold, your Christian
sense and your loving heart will again
prove well this time.
For the last time, our fellow citizens,
we proclaim to you the Day of Prayer;
may our call reach many and arouse their
sense for repentance, which leads to eternal life.
We pray to God, the almighty Creator
and Father that he will forgive us even in
all his patience, and not judge us according to our merits but according to His
mercy through our Savior. We betreat
Him to give His blessing to the country,
which we have chaired to the present.
In order to make the celebration of
the Day of Prayer correspond with the
external silence, we decree that both
from three o’clock in the afternoon
the day before and on the holy festival itself, all pubs and boozers will be
closed for everyone, except for foreign
travelers.
Given in Berne, 24 August 1831
Chancellery Berne
(Translation Current Concerns)
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“Never let our country founder in the dispute over
bread, let alone over advantage and abundance!“
Extracts from a Day of Prayer mandate* of 1862 by Gottfried Keller

Fellow citizens! We welcome today the
duty which commands us to address a
faithful word to you on the approach of
the Swiss Federal Day of Prayer and Repentance.
When the Confederates introduced
this holiday, they probably did not do
so to appeal to a God who would favour them above other people and protect them in right as well as wrong, in
wisdom as well as folly; and even if they
were, with insightful meekness, thankful
for his mercy, when he had done so nevertheless, so much the more they made
this day the day of their conscience,
when they would examine their conscience and would contrast their individual and transient concerns with the infinite and their conscience – which is in all
worldly negotiations so often prejudiced
and even deceived by considerations of
the next need, by the apparent expediency and party rationale – with the eternal
and incorruptible.
Fellow citizens! When in this serene hour of celebration, every one of
you asks himself: What is my inner and
moral value as a single man, what is the
value of the family which I am heading?,
then he will ask this question, unlike on
other festivals of our church, preferably
with reference to his fatherland; and he
will ask himself: Have I conducted myself and led my family in a way that enables me to do credit to the whole community in a useful and modest manner, and
that, to wit, not in the eyes of the ignorant world, but in the eyes of the Supreme
Judge? And if then all together they ask
themselves: How do we appear here
today as a people before the other peoples in the world, and how have we managed the good that was bestowed on us?,
we must not place ourselves full of idle
self-praise before the Lord of all the peoples, who sees through everything inadequate and who knows how to distinguish
between mere chance and honest effort,
between essence and make-believe.
Admittedly, we have recently been
honoured by noble and great nations,
who seek to achieve what we already
possess, and who have praised our envoys as models and teachers of how to
handle national life. Enlightened political scientists refer to our institutions and
customs as models.
But even if, as one of our speakers at
the joyful public festival delineated, the
Great Architect of history has built not a
fully valid archetype but, quasi as an experiment, a small construction model in

(picture thk)

our federation, so the same Master can
destroy his model, as soon as He no longer takes pleasure in it, as soon as it is no
longer consistent with His great plan.
And it would no longer be so from that
hour on, when we were no longer striving ahead with manly and serious intent,
if we were taking mere untested resolutions for the deeds themselves, and if we
were to reward ourselves and make merry
for each effortless verbal expression of
power.
The fulfilment of our public life is expressed preferably by teaching our children how to live worthily, according to the
highest purposes of our state, and by drafting and enforcing our legislation.
Our church will advance gradually but
securely in the process of cleansing away
the caprice of all human presumptions and
controversies and of that fresh and loving
touch it applies to the world, so that it will
finally win back its general power over the
minds and protect them against the threat
of fragmentation. The affairs of the elementary as well as the higher school shall
not cease to be the apple of the eye of the
people of Zurich, and they will mature
into that solid design which enables every
member of our community to enjoy his
position in life as a clear, safe and pleasing one.
Yet, when watching the hurried and
ever changing life of our legislation, as
it moves the majority of the confederate
states and drives them forward or backwards, we see that the changing needs
and views and the rapid succession of
current circumstances and conditions let
laws emerge and disappear, before they

have in the least entered into the consciousness of the people.
We realize how every little desire provides a reason for rattling even at our so
hard-won federal constitution and thus at
the foundations of our confederate life.
Thus we find the touchstone to measure
our real maturity, and we have to ask ourselves: Are we a nation of men in this present hour able to produce a law which, engraved in our hearts, is calculated to last
for a period of even only one century? The
answer will tell us that, as a whole, we
have not yet achieved the indispensable
harmonious culture, insight, and stability,
the positive strong-mindedness and contract compliance necessary for accepting a
simple, settled and distinctly paraphrased
law without guile and for letting it become
part of ourselves. We therefore see a goal
before us , which we still have to reach,
and it will be a task not unworthy of this
Swiss Federal Day of Prayer and Repentance to consider the inner strength which
we are still lacking at the present hour.
In the meantime we must not get tired
to further the extension of our public institutions according to duty and conscience
and to observe the nature of the spirit that
pervades our time, and to do so solely animated by genuine brotherly love as well
as with respect for the law. [...]
Across the ocean the wildest rage of
war is thundering into our ears, of a murderous fratricidal war; it does not only
touch the worries of thousands of our
fellow citizens but also fills our patriotic heart with a brazen admonition.**
Only eighty years ago, genuinely wise
men and heroes founded the greatest
and freest republic of the world, a refuge for those of all countries who were
in desperate plight. Unlimited freedom,
most nimble talents concerning traffic
and institutions, invention and work of
all kinds, indeed an immeasurable field
for activity, without a powerful neighbour who would be opposed to freedom
at any point of the wide borders; but now
we see this great and flourishing federation of states split into two halves tearing each other apart like two rapacious
beasts. And what is the unheard-of force
that causes such misery? It is the demand
for the daily bread turned into avarice, it
is the quarrel about profit, about gains,
about terrestrial advantage, which under
the pretext of economic necessity denies
the primary fundamentals of the Chriscontinued on page 8
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Futile pursuit of a military solution

(picture wikimedia)
zf. In a letter to the Russian President
Pope Francis points out that too many
one-sided interests have prevented to stop
the senseless massacre of the conflict in
Syria. The Heads of State and Government of the G-20 may be aware that the
Syrian crisis can not be solved by military means.
To His Excellency
Mr Vladimir Putin,
President of the Russian Federation
“In the course of this year, you have the
honour and the responsibility of presiding over the Group of the twenty largest
economies in the world. I am aware that
the Russian Federation has participated in
this group from the moment of its inception and has always had a positive role to
play in the promotion of good governance
of the world’s finances, which have been
deeply affected by the crisis of 2008.
In today’s highly interdependent context, a global financial framework with
its own just and clear rules is required
in order to achieve a more equitable and

”’Never let our country founder…’”
continued from page 7

tian worldview and drowns it in streams
of blood.
In view of such a fate, dear fellow citizens, we will combine the plea for our daily
bread with this plea here: “Never let our
country founder in the dispute over bread,
let alone over advantage and abundance.”
If, in this manner, you implore the
heavens for he fatherland’s weal and the
perseverance of its honour and freedom,

fraternal world, in which it is possible to
overcome hunger, ensure decent employment and housing for all, as well as essential healthcare. Your presidency of the
G20 this year has committed itself to consolidating the reform of the international financial organizations and to achieving a consensus on financial standards
suited to today’s circumstances. However, the world economy will only develop
if it allows a dignified way of life for all
human beings, from the eldest to the unborn child, not just for citizens of the G20
member states but for every inhabitant of
the earth, even those in extreme social situations or in the remotest places.
From this standpoint, it is clear that, for
the world’s peoples, armed conflicts are always a deliberate negation of international
harmony, and create profound divisions and
deep wounds which require many years to
heal. Wars are a concrete refusal to pursue
the great economic and social goals that the
international community has set itself, as
seen, for example, in the Millennium Development Goals. Unfortunately, the many
armed conflicts which continue to afflict
the world today present us daily with dramatic images of misery, hunger, illness and
death. Without peace, there can be no form
of economic development. Violence never
begets peace, the necessary condition for
development.
The meeting of the Heads of State and
Government of the twenty most powerful
economies, with two-thirds of the world’s
population and ninety per cent of global
GDP, does not have international security
as its principal purpose. Nevertheless, the
meeting will surely not forget the situation in the Middle East and particularly in
Syria. It is regrettable that, from the very

beginning of the conflict in Syria, one-sided interests have prevailed and in fact hindered the search for a solution that would
have avoided the senseless massacre now
unfolding. The leaders of the G20 cannot
remain indifferent to the dramatic situation of the beloved Syrian people which
has lasted far too long, and even risks
bringing greater suffering to a region bitterly tested by strife and needful of peace.
To the leaders present, to each and every
one, I make a heartfelt appeal for them to
help find ways to overcome the conflicting
positions and to lay aside the futile pursuit of a military solution. Rather, let there
be a renewed commitment to seek, with
courage and determination, a peaceful solution through dialogue and negotiation
of the parties, unanimously supported by
the international community. Moreover,
all governments have the moral duty to do
everything possible to ensure humanitarian assistance to those suffering because
of the conflict, both within and beyond the
country’s borders.
Mr President, in the hope that these
thoughts may be a valid spiritual contribution to your meeting, I pray for the successful outcome of the G20’s work on this
occasion. I invoke an abundance of blessings upon the Summit in Saint Petersburg,
upon the participants and the citizens of
the member states, and upon the work and
efforts of the 2013 Russian Presidency of
the G20.
While requesting your prayers, I take
this opportunity to assure you, Mr President, of my highest consideration.”

then please also think of these peoples
who right at this hour are wrestling in
hot feverish battles with the enemies of
their freedom and think of your ill sister
across the ocean, who counts so many of
your brothers in her ranks!
Be it that in the twenty-first autumn
month our national church may unite a
modest, pious and light-minded people in
its modest rooms! However, be it as well
that even the non-church-going citizen –
while making use of his freedom of conscience – may pay our fatherland his due

respect in quiet composure, instead of living this day in restless entertainment! •

From the Vatican, 4 September 2013,
Francis
© Copyright - Libreria Editrice Vaticana

* Unprinted draft of the mandate for the Swiss
Federal Day of Thanksgiving, Repentance and
Prayer, fixed on the II. autumn month 1862.
** Reference to the Civil War in the United States
of America about the abolition of slavery.
Source: Gottfried Keller. Ein Bettagsmandat.
In: “Gottfried Kellers Werke”. Edited by Gustav
Steiner. Volume 7, Unchanged reprint. Birkhäuser
publishers. Basel 1966.
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Why a 60-day bombardement of Syria?
by Prof Dr Albert A. Stahel, Institute for Strategic Studies, Wädenswil
The Obama administration plans a 60-day
bombardement of Syria as a punishment
of the Assad-Regime for their criminal
actions! A continuous 60-day bombing of
airfields, anti-aircraft and artillery posts
will certainly lead to massive destruction of the country’s infrastructure, despite the claimed precision of cruise missiles1. These demolitions are likely to lead
to the collapse of the Assad regime and
not simply to its weakening, as the Obama
administration claims. The number of 60
days, however, raises suspicion.
A look at the US-led wars since 1991
reveals that two bombardements lasted very long: Desert Storm in 1991 lasted 43 days; in 1999 Allied Force bombed
Serbia’s infrastructure during 78 days, by
warplanes and cruise missiles including
bridges over the Danube2. Whereas the
goal of Desert Storm was merely the lib-

eration of Kuwait and the expulsion of the
Iraqi army from that country, the bombing of Serbia had the goal to overthrow
Serbia’s President Miloševic by the Allied Forces. The fall of Miloševic, however, was not reached until 2000, when
the US sponsored the Serbian movement
Otpor. It is obvious that this Allied Forces attack serves as a model for the 60-day
bombing. As was the case with the training and arming of Kosovo’s KLA, now
the Free Syrian Army – allegedly secularoriented but in reality closely tied to Syria’s Muslim Brotherhood – is supposed to
take over power after the 60-day bombing
with the support of US elite troops3. At the
same time, Islamic groups such as Jabhat
Nusra and Islamic State of Iraq, are to be
eliminated.
It is obvious that with this bombing the
Obama administration is planning a re-

gime change in Syria to overthrow Assad
and to establish the Muslim Brotherhood.
The fact that this regime change will expulse religious minorities – Alawites, Druzes, and Christians – does not bother the
masterminds of this air war and regime
change. One of them is Susan Rice4, Obamas security counsellor. The European
countries will have to look after the accommodation of high numbers of refugees. It should be noted that the ruthlessness of the Obama administration will
lead to the extinction of the oldest existing Christian community in the world.
Damascus is the place where the Apostle
Paul began his missionary activity and the
establishment of Christianity.
•
1

Tinkered C-weapon systems point to
the opposition as perpetrators
Prof Dr Albert A. Stahel, Institute for Strategic Studies, Wädenswil
Pictures from chemical weapons operations in Damascus show that the weapon
systems used there were literally cobbled
together. Chemical weapons canisters,
which are probably from government
stocks have been welded and riveted on
unguided anti-tank missiles. The ballistically unstable weapons seem to have
been fired from tanks. The range will

not be more than 1 km. These constructions are definitely not coming from the
Syrian army as they have been upgraded
with Soviet weapons. These are weapons
of amateurs. Presumably they are made
by opposition militias.
www.strategische-studien.com from 28.8.2013
(Translation Current Concerns)

From the US citizen to the four-star general:
The majority of the Americans do not want any war
ef. According to a survey by Reuters/
Ipsos, only 20% of the US population support the war in Syria. In the
same survey in the week of 19 – 23
August (in the same week in which
the chemical weapons attack in Syria
took place) without the growing war
propaganda even fewer US citizens,
namely only 9%, supported the war
deployment. As the “Washington
Post“ of 26 August reported, even
the US Congress issued a clear rejection of the war, according to the survey: the deployment was approved
by only 15% of the Congress members.

The US military leadership openly denies consent to the President,
as well. From the four-star generals to the common soldiers, the futility of yet another war is emphasized. The devastating wars in Iraq
and in Afghanistan are still in everybody’s bone. The argument that the
deployment was intended to improve
the “national security“, which Obama
always used before the soldiers, did
not work this time, they do not believe him – with good reason.
Source: “Washington Post“ of 26 and
29.8.2013, “Deutsche Wirtschaftsnachrichten“ of 1.9.2013

2

3

4

The so-called precision Tomahawk cruise missiles, fired by warships and submarines travel
for 1,600 km and can have a deviation 5 meters
to their target destination. This means that the
warhead of a Tomahawk - cruise missile having an explosive yield of 453 kg – can cause
total destruction of a house neighboring a target.
(Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News, 30 August 2013).
The EU has financed the re-construction of the
bridges because they must have ship traffic on
the Danube.
They have been stationed in Jordan for some time
and are training the members of the Free Syrian
Army.
As the recent discussion of the Senate’s foreign-politics committee reveals, there is little difference in
the position on the regime change in Syria. The leftleaning Democrats (one of them is Susan Rice) and
the Republican neocons both were initially influenced by the ideology of Marxism- Leninism.

(Translation Current Concerns)
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Syria: the Case for Peace
by Hans Christof von Sponeck*
The drums of war are beating once more
in the Middle East, this time with the possibility of an imminent attack on Syria,
after the alleged use of chemical weapons by its government. It is precisely in
times of crisis such as now that the case
for peace can be made in the clearest and
most obvious manner.
First of all, we have no proof that the
Syrian government has used chemical
weapons. Even if proofs were provided
by Western governments, we have to remain skeptical, remembering the Tonkin
Gulf incident and the Vietnam war, the incubator baby massacre in Kuwait and the
first Gulf war, the Racak massacre and the
Kosovo war, the Iraqi weapons of mass
destruction and the second Gulf war, the
threat of massacre in Benghazi and the
Libyan war. All these justifications for
previous wars were fabricated or dubious.
We may also notice that evidence for the
use of chemical weapons was provided to
the U.S. by Israeli intelligence which is
not exactly a neutral actor.
Even if, this time, proofs were genuine,
it would not legitimate unilateral action
from anyone. That still needs an authorization of the Security Council. People
who accuse the Security Council of inaction should remember how Western powers abused a Security Council resolution
to stage a full-fledged attack on Libya
in order to perform “regime change” in
that country – this is what motivates Russia and China’s opposition to any Security Council motion that may lead to intervention in Syria. What is called in the
West the “international community” willing to attack Syria is reduced to essentially two major countries (US and France),
out of almost two hundred in the world.
No respect for international law is possible without respect for the decent opinions
of the rest of mankind.
Even if a military action was allowed
and carried on, what could it accomplish?
Nobody can seriously control chemical
weapons without putting “boots on the
grounds”, which is not considered by anyone a realistic option after the disasters
of Iraq and Afghanistan. The West has
no real ally in Syria. The jihadists fighting the government have no more love for
the West than those who assassinated the

U.S. Ambassador in Libya. It is one thing
to take money and weapons from some
country, but quite another to be its genuine ally.
There have been offers of negotiations
coming from the Syrian, Iranian and Russian governments, which have been treated with contempt by the West. People
who say “we cannot talk or negotiate with
Assad” forget that this has been said about
the National Liberation Front in Algeria,
Ho Chi Minh, Mao, the Soviet Union, the
PLO, the IRA, the ETA, Mandela and the
ANC, and many guerillas in Latin America. The issue is not whether one talks to
the other side, but after how many unnecessary deaths one accepts to do so. The
time when the U.S. and its few remaining allies acted as global policemen and
national sovereignty was considered passé
is actually behind us. The world becomes
more multipolar, not less, and the people
of the world want more sovereignty not
less.
The greatest social transformation of
the twentieth century has been decolonization and the West should adapt itself to
the fact that it has neither the right, nor
the competence, nor the means to rule the
world.
There is no place where the strategy
of permanent wars has failed more miserably than the Middle East, starting
with the creation of Israel and the fateful decision to refuse the right of return
to the Palestinian refugees. Then came
the overthrow of Mossadegh in Iran, the
Suez canal adventure, the many Israeli
wars, the two Gulf wars, combined with
the murderous sanctions against Iraq, the
constant threats against Iran and now the
war in Syria.
True courage does not consist in
launching cruise missiles once more but in
breaking radically with that deadly logic:
force Israel to negotiate in good faith with
the Palestinians, convene the Geneva II
conference on Syria and discuss with the
Iranian their nuclear program by taking
honestly into account the legitimate security and economic interests of that country.
The recent vote against the war in the
British Parliament, as well as reactions on
social media, reflects a massive shift of
public opinion in the West. We are getting

tired of wars, and ready to join the real
international community in demanding a
world based on the U.N. Charter, demilitarization, respect for national sovereignty
and equality of all nations.
The people of the West also demand to
exercise their right of self-determination:
if wars have to be made, they have to be
based on open debates and direct concerns
for our national security and not on some
ill-defined and easily manipulable notion
of “right to intervene”.
It remains to force our politicians to respect that right.
•
This appeal against precipitous military strikes
against the Syrian government of Bashar al-Assad
is signed by several former high-ranking officials
of the United Nations, UNESCO, UNICEF and the
International Labour Organization.

Signatories
*Dr. Hans Christof von Sponeck, UN Assistant Secretary General and United Nations Humanitarian Coordinator for Iraq
(1998–2000)
Dr. Denis J. Halliday, UN Assistant Secretary General (1994–1998)
Dr. Saïd Zulficar, UNESCO official (1967
–1996), Director of Operational Activities, Division of Cultural Heritage (1992
–1996)
Dr. Samir Radwan, Adviser on Development Policies to the Director-General of
ILO (2001–2003), Egyptian Finance Minister (January–July 2011)
Dr. Samir Basta, Director of UNICEF’s
Regional Office for Europe (1990–1995),
Director of UNICEF’s Evaluation Office
(1985–1990)
Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann, President of
the UN General Assembly (2008–2009),
Nicaraguan Foreign Minister (1979–1990)
José L. Gomez del Prado, Former Senior
Officer at the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Member of the
UN Working Group on the use of mercenaries (2005–2011)
5 September 2013
Source: http://www.counterpunch.org
also: http://www.globalresearch.ca/syria-thecase-for-peace-appeal-against-precipitous-military-strikes-against-syria/5348093
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“Kindernothilfe” – help for self-help on an ecumenical basis
Interview with Mieke Eberhardt, Executive Director of “Kindernothilfe Schweiz”
The “Kindernothilf e” ( C h i l d r e n’s
Emergency Aid) ,
a beneficial institution, was founded in 1959 in Duisburg (Germany) .
The Swiss “Kindernothilfe” has existMieke Eberhardt ed since 2004. This
year’s mail order of
the charity appeal contains a little singing book “Schlaflieder zum Vorsingen.”
(Lullabies to sing to children)
Current Concerns: In the preface of your
singing book «Schlaflieder zum Vorsingen” (Lullabies to sing to children) you
speak up for a “human right to a peaceful night’s sleep” for all children. Why did
you choose lullabies for this song book?
Mieke Eberhardt: Our parents here want to
look after their children and are able to do
this. This includes lulling them to sleep, so
they can calmly go to sleep. Every mother,
every father knows this. In our projects we
have children who are among the poorest
of the poor. These are children who have to
live below the poverty line. These children
have really only the most essential. They
don’t have one or two meals every day, they
can’t go to school, they are exposed to dangers, and they live in the streets. The children in our projects are neither protected
nor looked after. We wanted to make a connection there: we are doing well; we can
offer a lot to our children. There are children who do not have that.
When selecting the songs we picked
those, in which people can recognize
themselves: Swiss songs, beautiful songs.
Can you tell us something about the history of this organization?
The “Kindernothilfe” was founded in Germany by Reformed Christians. The first
projects were developed in India, there
was great misery. In the 1960’s, I remember, there has been a sponsorship for Indian children in the Catholic Church, with
the pictures of them. This is actually the
same idea, that was how the “Kindernothilfe” worked, now just through the
Reformed Church. They offered sponsorships for children and invested the money
in projects. These are the beginnings of the
“Kindernothilfe”. Out of this the “Kindernothilfe” has become one of Europe’s largest children charity works in the last 50
years. Initially, the focus was on India.
Now we conduct projects in 30 countries,
currently 945 projects. Our approach has
evolved in the 1990’s. On the one hand we

Kindergarten building, built by the self-help group. (picture Mieke Eberhardt)
put more emphasis on the rights of the child
and the UN Convention as a basis for our
work in the respective countries. On the
other hand, we have chosen a new approach
for the projects. Previously we supported
principally one child through a sponsorship. This kid was taken then into care or
sent to a boarding school, which was supported financially. After school one perhaps funded further education or training.
We learned over time, that dependencies were created. Also it was only one
child, and if this kid never went back to
the village and was doing something else,
we promoted this kid, but there was little
fostering of the community. This help was
limited, it was too selective.
What does the new project approach
mean?
We then developed a new type of project: self-help groups at various levels. 15
years ago we started off in India with these
groups. The self-help groups work just as
other support groups. In the villages ten
to fifteen adults, mostly women are found.
They are taken into a group, they meet once
per week, and they start to save. That’s the
difference. They get no money from outside, but they put some aside, even the poorest. And if they have saved some money
after a few weeks, they pass it on as microcredit within their group. On the one hand,
the savings increase, and with the interest
also the capital of the group rises. And after
less than one year the women who previously were usually below the poverty line,
are then above the poverty line.
That means, they have to contribute first
and foremost something out of their own
resources. So they put together the little
money they have.

This is perhaps a cigarette less. This is
perhaps something, she didn’t treat herself to. This corresponds maybe to 5 cents
for us. But when 15 women or 20 women
give 5 cents each week, they have saved
one Swiss franc. That means they have
7 Swiss Francs after 6 to 7 weeks. And 7
Swiss Francs are of course a lot. You can
do things with that.
How do you reach the women in these
poor countries?
The “Kindernothilfe” has always a partner
on-site, who knows the village community.
These people approach the women, knock
at their doors and ask them: “Are you interested in joining a self-help group?” This
person can set up a group of around 15–20
women. The partner provides a so-called
facilitator; once a week this person sits
down with the women and trains them. He
or she explains how to do the bookkeeping,
how to open an account, and how to chair a
meeting. Every week another woman leads
the session; this builds up self-confidence.
Possibly, the facilitator organizes lessons in
reading and writing. The women develop
ideas for small businesses, and the facilitator assists them in implementing them. For
instance a woman may buy sugar wholesale and then sell the sugar again in small
portions. Thus, she makes a small profit,
can pay the loan back and takes out a new
loan. Maybe, she buys some chicken. She
learns in the self-help group, how she can
take better care of the chicken so that she
earns more return on her investment. Or
someone installs a solar-powered charging station for mobile phones. But it is up to
the women to bring their ideas and implement them. This way the self-help groups
continued on page 12
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start. The benefit is on different levels: on
the one hand there is the social level: the
women are no longer alone. Poverty leads
to loneliness, and the women, the families
are very isolated, if they have no money.
They learn in the self-help group that they
are not alone, that others are in the same situation. They learn to exchange views and
to support each other. The second benefit
is of economic nature: based on the money
the women save, and on the micro-credits
they receive, the women rapidly rise above
the national poverty line. That is what actually happens quite typically in other selfhelp groups too. What happens in addition
in our area is that the self-help groups unite
further into associations. If there are 10 or
15 self-help groups, 150 to 200 women are
together, and our partner establishes a socalled Cluster-Association, an association
of these self-help groups. The women send
two delegates out of every single self-help
group into this Cluster-Association. Such
association doesn’t save money anymore,
but can also do any business. And above
all the women themselves consider, what
issues they want to address at the municipal level. Possibly they need a bridge over
the river so that they can better reach their
water hole. So it doesn’t take them always a
full hour to get there, but only half an hour.
Or they need a kindergarten for their community, because there are not enough places for children in the kindergarten and later
they would have a disadvantage at school.
Or they help a family with a disabled child,
supply them with food and provide a better
support for the child. Perhaps there are as
well orphaned households, where children
have to work. Then these children receive
food regularly, so that they can go to school.
It is important that the self-help groups
choose where and how they want to engage.
If there is already an association of self-help
groups, it already represents a certain number of households. Now, the women have
so much weight that they can succeed in
their affairs with the authorities or the village chairman of their own community. To
stay with example of the kindergarten: the
women went to the village authorities, got a
piece of land and could build a kindergarten there. The municipality funded a part
of it, another part was financed by the selfhelp group and by voluntary work. The operation of the nursery school is in the responsibility of the members of the self-help
group, but the municipality supports them
if necessary. And another example: if the
self-help group wants to perform a course
about family planning, aids-prevention or
hygiene, the association provides a person
who carries out the course.
After about 4-5 years, if there are a certain number of self-help group associations,
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a federation is established. Also here in turn
delegates of the associations join. A federation assumes even more responsibility. The
self-help groups have gained so much experience and knowledge and have worked
up economically, that we can leave them to
their own devices. Now they take care of
continual growth and development of their
self-help groups and their communities.
In summary the approach of self-help
groups means, that we don’t give money
to the parents so that they can send their
children to school. We give them the
know-how to earn sufficient money to pay
the school fees, school uniforms and textbooks. Thus they don’t become dependent
on financial funding, and they will even
become more self-confident. It’s much
more satisfying for a parent to be able to
finance sending their child to school, than
to get money from others.
We are convinced that this approach can
strengthen civil society. Meanwhile, there
are self-help groups in many of our projects,
whether in Asia, Africa and now also in Central America. As a consequence the number
of children who benefit from our work increases massively. In the year 2012, 1.5 million children benefited from our projects. In
this number not only the participants of the
self-help groups are included, but also concerned children of all 945 projects.
Have you been able to follow the development of the self-help groups over several
years? Can you tell an example?
In Rwanda, we have pursued this approach
for about 10 years. The women earn enough
in less than a year, so that they no longer
have to live below the poverty line. Within 5
years they can increase their annual income
tenfold. In addition, the children are the first
to benefit. They have two meals a day, they
have a better access to basic health care because their parents can pay for health insurance, and they go to school regularly.
Also by means of self-sufficiency? Because they own land now and can grow
something ...?
Yes, they sell the surplus. Rwanda is a
small country in which many agricultural products are produced. They can
sell these well. The distances are shorter, and the villages are not as remote as
e.g. in Zambia, where you must travel a
much further distance in order to sell your
goods. In Rwanda, we have also men in
the self-help groups, not only women. But
men must be no more than one-third, otherwise «it topples».
What do you mean by that?
The dynamics of the group changes. It’s
good that men are in the group, as well,
the women assure us of that. They learn to
express their opinion also before the men.
This will help them later when they need
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anything from the village elders and have
to talk in the presence of men. There is
work that men can perform much better.
But there must not be too many men in
a self-help group. Men are more likely to
seek short-term financial success, while
women invest their earnings in their children and send them to school.
One of your principles is that you work
only with partners who are familiar with
the cultural characteristics of the people
and respect these. Could you describe an
example?
A very small example: In a project in
Zambia a family obtains a farm animal.
It has young ones and yields milk that can
be sold. The young animal is passed on to
another family in the village. In Africa, it
is goats that are raised.
Now I was in Honduras, where we
are implementing a similar project. But
the local partners have always spoken of
cows, not goats, although goat keeping
would be more favorable.
So I asked why they did not want to do
the project with goats. The project partner said, we cannot. Until I realized that
you hardly see any goats in Honduras. In
Honduras you rather see pigs, chicken or
cows. We want and have to consider these
differences. We involve the local people
in the planning of projects. And quite specifically the children, too. We ask the children what they need and how we can put
the project into practice. It is very important for us that children are also consulted,
that they can live their right to take part in
the society, so that they learn that they are
allowed to do that. Quite a lot of kids do
not know that they have rights.
With the children it is probably the same
as with the women. With your support,
they start to develop their strengths?
Yes, they learn to take up responsibility
and develop self-confidence. Again, the
example of self-help groups: The longer,
the more we also build groups of children within the self-help groups, who are
usually located at the parent level. The
children also meet once a week and discuss things that are important to them.
But they also learn that they may play, as
well. I have watched a game: The children stand in a circle, they have previously agreed on something among themselves. One gives a little signal and then
all perform the same movements of the
hand, the whole group responds to the
command of a person. In the middle
there is a child whose task it is to find out
who gave the order.
A very simple game. I then asked:
“Why are you doing this?” Their answer:
“We learn to pay attention, we learn to pay
continued on page 13
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Fragile Contexts

They scream by being silent
by Ambassador Martin Dahinden, Director of Deza
The wind is relentlessly blowing through a line by Cicero comes to my mind: They
the little village at the Hindu Kush. The scream by being silent.
valley floor is covered with debris; the reThis is what fragile contexts look like.
cent flood has destroyed the scarce fer- Those who live there have little freedom.
tile acreages. Even though there are still They live neither free of fear nor free of
snow fields in shady corners, people walk shortages. In fragile regions, poverty
in their poor leather sandals. I am in the could hardly be driven back, even though
Swat valley. A few years ago the Pakistan substantial progress in the fight of poverarmy has forced its way through this val- ty has been made worldwide. Basic publey and cleared it from the Taliban, house lic tasks are hardly cared for and there is
by house. Even today the area is not safe. a lack of the most important services like
Ciudad Bolívar, a suburb of the Co- schools or healthcare.
lombian capital Bogotá. People live in
In the coming years, Switzerland will be
huts and improvised homes. The con- more involved with fragile contexts. Not
flict between the Guerilla, paramilitaries only with humanitarian aid but also with
and the army has displaced them to this programs directed towards a long-term imsite, after many stages. Most of them are provement of the living conditions. This
indigenous people, formerly they were has been decided by the Federal Council
small peasants. In this town the desire for and the Parliament in the Strategy for inbread and subsistence will become reali- ternational cooperation 2013-2016. The
ty only for a few. Before darkness sets in aid is not directed to where a quick success
I leave this forbidding region. At night, is possible but to those places where human
Those who work in fragile contexts will
armed gangs will take over. Even the po- misery is greatest.
The Deza has a good record, especial- suffer setbacks and failure; we will have to
lice and the military will then avoid this
ly in fragile contexts. This was also one learn our lessons. Lessons that will help us
place.
The air smells of tropical moisture. of the reasons for the intensified involve- move forward – and the people in the Swat
With motor cycles and hand carts, peo- ment. However, the goal cannot be to valley, in Ciudad Bolívar and in Port-auple hurry by through damaged streets scatter projects over all the fragile areas. Prince.
•
past collapsed houses. The earth has shak- It is also about supporting local efforts. The annual conference on development cooperwill be on 27 September of this year at the
en. When approaching Port-au-Prince by It is about help for self-help. And in this ation
Palazzo dei Congressi in Lugano and will focus on
flight, the logged woods had become vis- context the close cooperation with other the topic “A fragile world - perspectives for young
ible – like extended wounds in an ill-treat- donor countries and international organ- people”. For further information visit
ed landscape. There are long queues of izations is playing an ever more impor- www.deza.admin.ch/jako_eza
people on the roadsides. UN blue helmets tant role. Deza has moved a lot in this Source: Eine Welt No. 3, September 2013
(Translation Current Concerns)
are distributing food and water. Suddenly direction.

“‘Kindernothilfe’ – help for self-help...”
continued from page 12

attention to what is happening where.”
And that’s something important: You learn
to see what the other is doing, but to put
the society into the spotlight.
Could you present a project for which you
are currently collecting donations?
Maybe Honduras. I was in Honduras, recently and looked at the country and the
project “Rights for the children in the
slums.” The project is now beginning.
Honduras is one of the countries with the
highest murder rates in the world.
The rule of law does not work there.
Central America is the drug corridor to
North America, be it Guatemala or Honduras or Mexico. There, the violence is extremely high, and there is a lot of drug-related crime.
Our project is in San Pedro Sula. San
Pedro Sula is a city of millions, an economic center, located on different rivers. As the
river areas are also flooded areas, there is

actually a redevelopment ban. But in 1998,
after the hurricane Mitch, many people
have lost their livelihoods in the country.
Honduras is a beautiful country, green,
very hilly, very mountainous, like Switzerland. The people build their houses and
huts partially on very steep slopes. If there
is a heavy rain, everything can start to slip.
Many people moved into the city and settled on the river banks. In the meantime
there are 17 Bordos, so 17 slums on these
river banks. In heavy rain there is always
the risk of flooding.
About 30,000 families live in these 17
Bordos. They have long been promised
that they will be resettled. But they were
not resettled – because the Government
simply won’t, can’t, for whatever reason.
Our project partner is now launching a
project in 5 of these Bordos. The adults
go outside to work if they have jobs, unemployment is very high in Honduras.
Some of the children go to school outside
of these Bordos if their parents are able to
pay for school uniforms and books.

The children who do not go to school,
are hanging about in the streets all day.
The parents go to work and lock their
houses so that nothing might be stolen. So
the kids are in the street all day.
I spoke with an eleven-year-old boy.
The mother works in a pastry shop outside
the Bordos from 9:00 to 16:00, and she
closes her house in the morning when she
leaves. The boy cannot read or write. He
never went to school because the money is
missing. He is in the streets all day, until
his mother comes back home.
He meets with peers in the street, then
they watch TV somewhere, there are
drugs, they are recruited by drug traffickers for errands. Many are murdered.
We try to give the older children, the
youth, a “vocational training”, i.e. a kind
of professional training so that they have
a job and earn money themselves. We also
want to show them that there is another
life besides violence and drugs. They go
to classes, youth groups, where we teach
continued on page 14
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Making this world more humane, for oneself and for
others, and becoming more independent this way
The activities of the Youth Red Cross in Switzerland

“Now try and do something really sensible, something reasonable!” Yes, I can
understand that this is interpreted as a
criticism by young people. But I also understand why we parents repeat such unpopular reminders that we ourselves have
often heard as children. We “are only
well-meaning.”
Can something “meaningful, sensible”
inspire the youths, along with everything
this millennium has to offer them? Yes indeed, it can, if we motivate and ask them:

Do you want to be part of an organization
with nearly 150 years of history? Work
under the sign of the most famous emblem
of the world? Follow principles that all
people and religions respect? Make this
world more humane for you and the others
and thereby become more independent?
Be happy yourself by cooperating with
like-minded young people and by making
other people happier?
All this is possible with the Youth
Red Cross and it sounds “really cool”,

doesn‘t it? The young people can decide
for themselves. But it is up to us to provide opportunities for volunteering engagements. While reading the title story
“bringing joy”, I think even more so
that youth work deserves our support.
Markus Mader
Director of the Swiss Red Cross
Source: All texts from Humanité, 1/2012, the magazine of the Swiss Red Cross

Bringing joy
The Aargau Youth Red Cross brings variety to the Kehl retirement center. Once
a month, young Red Cross volunteers organize an afternoon program for the residents. Both the young and the old generation is benefiting from the time together,
as is the case here with baking biscuits.
“The young people have brought the sun
with them,” Kehl-resident Nelly Bünzli beams. The whole week the Kehl retirement center in Baden was wrapped in
thick fog. Just this Saturday, however, the
sun is coming through. Some residents are
already eagerly waiting in the lounge.
Baking and decorating biscuits are on today’s program. “Something is happening
in Kehl!” Nelly Bünzli exclaims enthusiastically.
The young Red Cross volunteers are unerringly tackling the venture “Guetzlen”
(making biscuits) and distribute the ingredients. The coordinator of the Aar“‘Kindernothilfe’ – help for self-help...”
continued from page 13

them “life skills”. We help them emerge
from this downward spiral.
How are you doing that? How do you address these young people?
Interestingly, these Bordos certainly have
a structure. There is an association that
represents the Bordos to the outside and
this is our partner’s contact. We cooperate with them. We offer courses, and
children and young people come in. It is
naturally attractive, when something is
offered. You play e.g. with them. Play is
always an access to the children.
We try to create employment opportunities for the young people. Or we try to integrate them back into school. In addition,
issues such as reducing violence, machismo, conflict resolution, etc. are dealt with.

by Julia Zurfluh
gau Youth Red Cross, Jeanine Brunner, is
pleased about this autonomy. Nadine and
Raffael are rolling out the dough. “Earlier, I often baked biscuits. After a shoulder surgery, I unfortunately can no longer
roll out dough. Wonderful, that today, I finally can bake biscuits once again!” Nelly
Bünzli is delighted and smiles at Nadine,
who gives her a cookie cutter. Because the
power is lacking the 86-year-old, Nadine
and she press the cookie cutter together
into the dough. The favourite cookie cutter is the star.
“The young bring us the stars down
from the sky, how nice!” Nelly Bünzli
jokes and raises a laugh. When cutting
out the group is chatting and already collecting ideas for their next afternoon together. The 21-year-old Nadine suggests
something special: “Shall we play with
the Nintendo Wii the next time? This is a
game console for the TV. With a remote
Your original motivation and mission is to
enable children to grow up without fear
and to be taken seriously as human beings. But you also provide humanitarian
aid in tcase of crises and disasters.
Humanitarian aid is a good keyword. Of
course, in case of a disaster, it always
comes first to provide emergency assistance in the form of food supplies. We
also establish children’s centers. The parents then have so much to do to ensure
survival, that they have no time for the
child.
The children are traumatized by the
disaster. A psychosocial support is missing. And here we give support using the
children’s centers. These are very simple
structures, such as tents or huts which we
build. The children gather here and play.
At the same time they receive medical
care and something to eat. From this spontaneous social care then firmer structures

control you can move figures.” Nelly
Bünzli is very enthusiastic and pertly says: “Somehow or other I'm always
ready for any kind of nonsense, anyway.”
The generations are easily swapping
ideas during these joint afternoon-meetings. “In discussions with the seniors I
sometimes learn things, that we later discuss in history lessons. That's cool!” says
the youngest of the group, 15-year-old
Raffael. “I wanted to make good use of
my remaining time next to school and my
hobbies. Therefore, I decided to join the
Aargau Red Cross Youth. I like to give
pleasure to others,” he explains his motivation. “I also like being together with
much older people for once. With them I
can talk about other things than with my
colleagues.”
continued on page 15

evolve. For example, now in Haiti regular
schools evolve from the children’s centers.
Finally, would you tell us why you have
chosen a blue cross as an emblem?
The “Kindernothilfe” was indeed founded
by Christians in Germany. The Blue Cross
is both a symbol of Christianity, but also
the link to the Red Cross, the humanitarian
organization known worldwide. The Christian idea to help in the sense of ecumenism for the protection of children in Need.
Therefore the name “Kindernothilfe” appears as the fourth bar of the cross.
Thank you very much for the interview
and all the best for your further work. •
Find more information under www.kindernothilfe.ch
Donations: Kindernothilfe, Berner Kantonalbank,
IBAN: CH 75 0079 0016 5327 0003 5
(Translation Current Concerns)
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“Bringing joy”
continued from page 14

Soon the smell of freshly baked biscuits flows through the common room.
Now comes the decorating. With the patience of an angel the 92-year-old Sylvia
Zaugg covers the chocolate hearts with
pink glaze and puts sugar stars on them.
“Sylvia, are you a painter?” Nelly Bünzli jokes, “afterwards you can exhibit the
biscuits in the hallway with the rose pictures.” Nadine sits next to her and patiently keeps the glaze ready, so that
Sylvia Zaugg can dip her brush. Each
biscuit thus becomes a small work of art.
“You do it very well!” Raffael praises,
“do you want to decorate another star?”
The young volunteers respond to the elderlys' wishes and needs. While walking
they gently lead them by their sleeves,
push the wheelchairs and support them
when getting up. The seniors obviously enjoy this attention. Before the plates

Opportunities
for volunteering
Questions to Jeanine Brunner
The 26-year-old woman coordinates
and supervises the operations of the
youth volunteers at the Youth Red
Cross Aargau since 2010.
Humanité: Why do young people visit
elderly people?
Jeanine Brunner: The idea came from
the young people themselves. They
wished a cross-generational project
and came up with this idea. We made
contact with the old people’s centre
and were welcomed with open arms.
I am pleased that we can organize
the program freely and thus people
meet the youths with confidence. But
the elderly also enjoy the exchange
between the generations.
Can it be said that young people acquire more maturity by such a commitment?
Yes, this commitment is a good school
of life for the volunteers. We regularly observe that young people
become more independent, confident and mature during their commitment. Our volunteers appear
more mature than other teenagers at
their age.
Is the social commitment beneficial to
the professional career?
The young people receive a temporary social ID, which confirms their
commitment. This temporary social
ID is especially useful in finding a job.
So they stand out from their peers. In
addition, volunteers receive free training courses that are beneficial to their
commitment and for them personally.
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overflow with the decorated biscuits, the
hobby bakers pack the
pastry into nice little
bags. “The others on
my floor will surely be
jealous when I show
up with my biscuits,”
Nelly Bünzli says.
Time goes by much too
fast. The nurses have
already come to pick
up the residents. “After
two hours, we must
stop, because people of such a high age
get tired more quickly. At the beginning
we always planned too
many activities. We
had to learn to adjust
ourselves to the pace.
Everything just takes
a little more time,”
says Jeanine Brunner. "Today however,
we would have been
able to extend our program,” she smiles and
bends down to Sylvia
Zaugg. The 92-yearold lady is still passionately devoted to
the decoration, sticking asterisk by asterisk on the biscuits. Nadine sits next to her
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and carries on patiently keeping the glaze
ready.
•
Source: Humanité 1/2012
(Translation Current Concerns)

Young role models for humanity
Young people get involved in the areas
of health and integration with the
Youth Red Cross (YRC). In their leisure
time, they care about people who are
particularly in need of help. Their commitment is as diverse as the young people themselves.
“I want to give young disabled people the opportunity to do things or to
meet with friends without their parents as non-disabled people do.“ 20
year-old Rea is active in the Youth Red
Cross Basel and spends part of her leisure time with Manuela, who is bound
to a wheelchair.
Like Rea, about 500 teenagers and
young adults are active in the YRC.
Everyone between 15 and 30 years
who wants to spend the leisure time
meaningfully can join. The possibilities are diverse. For example, in transit centers for asylum-seeking children,
young volunteers organize afternoons
with games, so the children can forget their everyday routine for once.
Or they give private lessons to children with foreign languages. Others
organize entertainment afternoons in
the retirement homes like young people do (see article on page 15). In the
project “Sports and Cooking”, the Zu-

rich Youth Red Cross volunteers give
disadvantaged children the opportunity to have a great sports week and
give them an understanding of the
principles of a healthy diet.
The young volunteers not only meet
like-minded people during their activities and have fun, but also they acquire important skills. “Here in the
YRC I learn so much no book can teach
me“, says Melanie from the Zurich
Youth Red Cross. The young volunteers broaden their mind, get to know
the reality of other people‘s life and
gain experience. Together, the young
people can make a difference. Participation in thinking and organizing is
called for in the Youth Red Cross. “We
have a say in all the activities. So we
can jointly develop the YRC further.
I like that“, adds Eva from the Youth
Red Cross Zurich not without pride.
The Youth Red Cross is represented
in the cantons of Zurich, St. Gallen, Aargau, Basel-Stadt, Neuchâtel, Fribourg,
Geneva and Ticino.

Julia Zurfluh
(Translation Current Concerns)

